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Medieval texts often survive in a fragmentary and rather confusing manner. Only a fraction of the 
original textual evidence is in our hands. Rich manuscript cultures are often condensed into printed 
editions, which aim to represent them. The material form of texts as they are present in medieval 
sources challenges our modern notions of textuality in many ways. The dawn of a new era in 
scholarly analysis and editions leaves us wondering whether digital editions can bridge the gap 
between the medieval and the modern concept of text. Numerous attempts have been made to create 
standardized environments of digital critical editions, both for medieval and modern texts. On the 
basis of a discussion of the current solutions for displaying textual sources which survive in 
multiple versions and for including interconnected layers of information on the texts, we will 
explore here the ways in which the practices of medieval textuality can assist in creating a model 
for presenting texts in the digital media, which would be more flexible, more adjustable and more 
consistent with the historical reality of medieval reading. 

Comparing the possibilities of text presentation in a digital environment with the practices of 
medieval transmission, it is possible to see a number of shared characteristics: there is not one 
correct text but rather a multiplicity of texts and variants; the reader/scribe takes part in adjusting 
the text (or creating a new one out of it); texts are not simple linear sequences of words, but instead 
they operate within complex networks with other texts, images, and often an implicit mental image. 
These aspects are shared by manuscripts and digital editions, in stark difference from printed texts, 
which are linear and closed, forcing the creation of identical copies. Both medieval and digital texts 
are open and fluid, they are not an occasion but a process: in each case, the text survives by making 
more or less personalized copies. Just as personalization was a necessity for the medieval copyist, 
who enriched his library (or that of his patron) through the difficult process of creating a unique 
text, digital editions provide the means to modify a given environment to accommodate personal 
taste or scholarly engagement. The texts remain elusive: their often personalized, unique nature 
makes them much more difficult to grasp, but, at the same time, it allows the reader to become 
much more active in perception and the creation of meaning. Thus, not only the creation of an 
edition becomes a process rather than an act with a clear result, but the very same happens with the 
activity of reading, too. In this way, the illusion of the existence of a text as a definable and stable 
entity disappears: meaning is constantly being created and recreated during the complex process of 
reading, in the minds of the individual readers and through their cooperation, just as it happened in 
the monasteries, studia and universities of the Middle Ages.


